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This delightful book takes the reader on a journey into the weird and wonderful world of nursery
rhymes. Offering a selection of more than 100 of our best-loved and widely known rhymes, it
delves beneath the surface of the verses to interpret their meaning and reveal their historical
origins.The rhymes you'll find here are instantly recognizable and provide a comforting link to our
past, however the stories behind them are often unknown and always fascinating - frequently
telling the stories of true historical events from a time when the printing press was still a thing of
the future and news was passed around verbally.With rhymes on topics ranging from the
weather to the stars, journeys to sums and food and drink to wise ways, each chapter presents
the full and best-known version of the rhyme, followed by an explanation of its meaning and
origins, along with the wider references the rhymes make to such topics as foods and culinary
customs, historical events or archetypes of folk and fairy tales.Whether you're a lover of nursery
rhymes or more of a history buff, there is lots in this book for all to enjoy.
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INTRODUCTIONSTEP INTO THE world of nursery rhymes and you enter an Alice-in-
Wonderland realm that makes little sense, where mice weave, birds weep, cows jump over the
moon and where, for some unfathomable reason, old women head aloft in airborne baskets to
sweep cobwebs off the sky. There are hundreds of nursery rhymes – far more than can be fitted
into this book – and some are better known than others. I have attempted to present the more
familiar ones here, inasmuch as space will allow.Apart from a few exceptions, most nursery
rhymes have no identifiable author or known provenance and may go back centuries. Like folk
songs, they are an organic form and belong to the oral tradition. Even those that do have authors
have become so well known that they, too, are now part of oral memory: the writers’ names are
long forgotten but the words remain. This seems to be one of the criteria that separates nursery
rhymes from poems. Poems have the poet’s stamp of ownership on them; nursery rhymes
belong to no one and everyone.With their roots in folk tradition, some rhymes began life as song
lyrics or were associated with dances or singing games – indeed many still have their own
accompanying tunes. The more familiar rhymes first made it onto the printed page in chapbooks:
small, cheaply produced pamphlets that were sold by street hawkers (‘chapman’ is an old



English name for a trader). Appearing in the sixteenth century and becoming more widespread
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, they featured all kinds of popular material, such as
folk tales, ballads, poems and political tracts, often accompanied by illustrations.Then, in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, nursery rhymes moved up in the world – and firmly into the
nursery – when serious collectors began recording and publishing them. Among the various
anthologies, certain key books stand out as significant early sources of rhymes. Published in
1744, Tommy Thumb’s Pretty Song Book, the work of an anonymous author, is the earliest
surviving collection of English nursery rhymes. In about 1765, Mother Goose’s Melody: or,
Sonnets for the Cradle made its appearance, published, it is believed, by the English publisher
John Newbery. This was followed in 1784 by Gammer Gurton’s Garland, or, The Nursery
Parnassus, collated by the English antiquarian Joseph Ritson, while nearly a century later, in
1842, the scholar and antiquarian James Orchard Halliwell published his notable The Nursery
Rhymes of England. Occasionally these collectors offered background information to the
rhymes, but often only the verses themselves were presented.Attempts to interpret particular
nursery rhymes have taxed many a brain over the centuries. While some of the theories are
alluring, much of what has been proposed remains speculation. But the rhymes are a fascinating
slice of social history, offering us a glimpse into the vanished world in which they arose, before
industrialization, mass production or the introduction of a systematized welfare system to help
the poor. The setting for many of the rhymes is similarly (and nostalgically) archaic – it’s the farm
or the village or the small town, where you might work as a shepherd or a cobbler or a candle-
maker.In a world without the scientific and practical support systems we now enjoy, life must
have seemed a precarious experience, so it’s only natural that people were superstitious and on
the lookout for signs of what was to come – whether good or bad – and this is reflected in some
of the rhymes. Nature, a force that humans could not control, was a prime source of such
portents. A ladybird, for example, could bring good luck whereas sightings of magpies,
depending on the number, could augur well or ill. Tantalizingly distant, the moon and stars
exerted special magical powers. The day of the week on which a child was born was indicative of
their fortune, while praying to the saints at bedtime would help to see you safely through the
night.Nursery rhymes have provided fodder for literature too. Beatrix Potter, for example, quoted
particular rhymes in several of her books, and even used them as inspiration for plots. The
combination of innocence (the recipients are little children) and ambiguity (the often bizarre
content of some verses) can give the rhymes a sinister edge. This was not lost on certain writers,
most notably the queen of crime detection, Agatha Christie, who based not only the titles but
also the plotlines of some of her works on certain rhymes, for example: One, Two, Buckle My
Shoe (1940), Five Little Pigs (1941), Crooked House (1949), A Pocket Full of Rye (1953),
Hickory Dickory Dock (1955) and Three Blind Mice (1950), which would later become the long-
running play The Mousetrap. In her 1941 spy thriller N or M?, Goosey Goosey Gander is the title
of a book of nursery rhymes that contained, in invisible ink, the names of all the Nazi spies in
England.Dating back centuries in oral tradition and five hundred or more years since they began



their move into print, these age-old rhymes continue to entertain new generations of children. Let
us hope that this rich repository of cultural heritage will be remembered, treasured and enjoyed
by many more generations to come.

CHAPTER 1ANIMAL ANTICSIN THIS NURSERY menagerie cats, mice, birds and the odd pig
and invertebrate get up to all sorts of unlikely tricks – they shin up clocks, weave cloth, play the
fiddle, jump over the moon, make royal visits and attend the funeral of one of their
own.MiceHickory, Dickory, DockHickory, dickory, dock,The mouse ran up the clock.The clock
struck one,The mouse ran down,Hickory, dickory, dock.This rhyme first appeared in print as
‘Hichere, Dickere Dock’ in Tommy Thumb’s Pretty Song Book, in 1744. It is said to have been
used by children as a counting-down rhyme to decide who should start a game – rather like
‘Eeny, Meeny, Miney, Mo’ (see here). The first and last lines may give a clue to its possible
origins in the archaic numbering system used by Westmoreland shepherds to count their sheep:
hevera, for eight, devera, for nine, and dick, for ten.AGATHA CHRISTIE’S BLIND MICEAs
mentioned earlier, the famous crime writer Agatha Christie, recognizing the sinister undertones
of some nursery rhymes, often made use of them in her stories. In 1947, the BBC broadcast
Christie’s radio play Three Blind Mice. The whodunit tells the story of the residents of a
guesthouse who find themselves snowed in and trapped with a murderer. Christie later turned
the script into a short story, which in turn was adapted as a stage play. Renamed The
Mousetrap, it was first performed in London’s West End in 1952. More than sixty years later, it is
still going, making it the longest-running West End show ever.An alternative suggestion is that it
was intended to mock Richard Cromwell (1626–1712), who succeeded his father Oliver
Cromwell as Lord Protector of the Commonwealth of England, Scotland and Ireland. An
ineffectual leader, Richard was derided with nicknames such as Tumbledown Dick and Hickory
Dick. By the time the metaphorical clocks had rung out the end of his first year in power, he had
been forced out of office.Six Little Mice Sat Down to SpinSix little mice sat down to spin;Pussy
passed by and she peeped in.What are you doing, my little men?Weaving coats for
gentlemen.Shall I come in and cut off your threads?No, no, Mistress Pussy, you’d bite off our
heads.Oh, no, I’ll not; I’ll help you to spin.That may be so, but you don’t come in.First printed in
about 1840, in Nursery Rhymes from the Royal Collections, this rhyme varies in the number of
mice mentioned – sometimes there are only three, sometimes as many as ten. But however
many there are, the age-old enmity between cat and mouse remains the same.BEATRIX
POTTER’S MICEThe fourth line of this rhyme is credited as inspiring Beatrix Potter to write The
Tailor of Gloucester, published in 1903. The author often used nursery rhymes as a starting point
for narrative sequences of drawings. In 1892, she began work on six watercolours illustrating the
first six lines of the version that’s titled ‘Three Little Mice Sat Down to Spin’, which she hoped
could be made into a booklet. Although the booklet never materialized, the watercolour depicting
the fourth line, ‘Making coats for Gentlemen’, was adapted for the 1903 book, which also drew
on the true story of a real Gloucester tailor, John Pritchard. The rhyme itself makes its way into



the text, when used by the mice to taunt the tailor’s cat Simpkin who is scratching to be let in to
eat them up. Potter’s original watercolour of the industrious mice is now housed in the Victoria
and Albert Museum in London.Three Blind Mice, Three Blind MiceThree blind mice, three blind
mice,See how they run, see how they run!They all ran after the farmer’s wife,Who cut off their
tails with a carving knife,Did you ever see such a thing in your life,As three blind mice?One of
those singing rhymes that also has a familiar tune, this belongs to a category of song called a
‘round’ or ‘roundelay’: a short, simple song with a repetitive refrain. The term derives from the
Old French word rond, meaning a circle, and ‘lay’, a poem to be sung.It does not seem to have
made its way into the nursery until 1842, when it appeared in James Orchard Halliwell’s The
Nursery Rhymes of England. The rhyme itself, however, dates back much further than this. In
1609, an early version was included among the ‘Pleasant Roundelaies’ in Deuteromelia, or, The
Seconde part of Musicks melodie, collected and partly written by Thomas Ravenscroft:Three
blinde Mice, three blinde Mice,Dame Iulian, Dame Iulian,the Miller and his merry olde Wife,shee
scrapte her tripe licke thou the knife.BirdsGoosey, Goosey GanderGoosey, goosey
gander,Whither shall I wander?Upstairs and downstairsAnd in my lady’s chamber.There I met an
old manWho would not say his prayers.I took him by the left legAnd threw him down the
stairs.Another nursery rhyme that makes little logical sense but tantalizes us into trying to unpick
just what is going on here.• One suggestion is that it refers to the hiding places known as ‘priest
holes’ that Catholic priests used during the persecution of Catholics by Henry VIII and later
Oliver Cromwell. If discovered and ‘unable to say his prayers’ – Protestant prayers, that is – the
priest would be forcibly dragged out.• The word ‘goose’ has long had sexual associations and
was once used as a synonym for prostitute. Has an old man been caught ‘in my lady’s chamber’
with such a woman?The oldest-known recorded version of this rhyme appeared in 1784, in
Gammer Gurton’s Garland, or, The Nursery Parnassus:Goose-a, goose-a, gander,Where shall I
wander?Up stairs, down stairs,In my lady’s chamber;There you’ll find a cup of sackAnd a race of
ginger.This version has only two concluding lines, which are unlike the final four that we know
now, so it is possible that the latter were taken from a different rhyme to replace the former. They
closely resemble a traditional rhyme addressed to the crane-fly, or ‘Daddy Long-legs’, as first
printed in Nancy Cock’s Pretty Song Book for all Little Misses and Masters in 1780:Old father
Long-LegsCan’t say his prayers:Take him by the left leg,And throw him downstairs.Two Little
Dicky BirdsTwo little dicky birds,Sitting on a wall;One named Peter,The other named Paul.Fly
away, Peter!Fly away, Paul!Come back, Peter!Come back, Paul!An ‘action rhyme’ with which
adults have bamboozled young children for decades, thus:1. Tear off two small pieces of paper,
dampen them to make them sticky, and press one onto each index finger, one for ‘Peter’, one for
‘Paul’.2. Place both index fingers on a flat surface: the little pieces of paper are the two little dicky
birds sitting on the wall.3. Start reciting the rhyme, wiggling each index finger in turn to draw
attention to Peter and to Paul.4. When you get to ‘Fly away, Peter! Fly away, Paul!’, whip your
hands away, then bring them back with the index fingers tucked out of sight and your middle
fingers showing instead – the birds have ‘flown away’.5. Reverse the process to bring back Peter



and Paul.An older version of the rhyme, recorded in Mother Goose’s Melody: or, Sonnets for the
Cradle, from around 1765, cites blackbirds instead, with the generic names Jack and Jill. But it
seems likely that these were replaced with those of Christ’s two chief apostles in more pious
Victorian times.Who Killed Cock Robin?Who killed Cock Robin?I, said the Sparrow,With my bow
and arrow,I killed Cock Robin.Who saw him die?I, said the Fly,With my little eye,I saw him
die.Who caught his blood?I, said the Fish,With my little dish,I caught his blood.Who’ll make the
shroud?I, said the Beetle,With my thread and needle,I’ll make the shroud.Who’ll dig his grave?I,
said the Owl,With my pick and shovel,I’ll dig his grave.Who’ll be the parson?I, said the
Rook,With my little book,I’ll be the parson.Who’ll be the clerk?I, said the Lark,If it’s not in the
dark,I’ll be the clerk.Who’ll carry the link?I, said the Linnet,I’ll fetch it in a minute,I’ll carry the
link.Who’ll be the chief mourner?I, said the Dove,I mourn for my love,I’ll be the chief
mourner.Who’ll carry the coffin?I, said the Kite,If it’s not through the night,I’ll carry the
coffin.Who’ll bear the pall?We, said the Wren,Both the cock and the hen,We’ll bear the
pall.Who’ll sing a psalm?I, said the Thrush,As she sat on a bush,I’ll sing a psalm.Who’ll toll the
bell?I, said the Bull,Because I can pull,I’ll toll the bell.All the birds of the airFell a-sighing and a-
sobbing,When they heard the bell tollFor poor Cock Robin.The more you read this rhyme, the
more sinister it sounds. With its hypnotic rhythm, it has the quality of an incantation – of some
ritualistic chant in which ‘all the birds of the air’ collude in the murder and burial of poor Cock
Robin.The opening four verses were first printed in 1744, in Tommy Thumb’s Pretty Song Book,
but there has been much speculation that the verses are considerably older and express a more
universal theme:• Versions of the rhyme exist in other European countries, such as Germany,
which suggests that they have a common cultural root. One theory cites the myth of the murder
of Balder, Norse god of light.• In a similar vein, in Celtic tradition, the story of Cock Robin’s death
may allude to the passing of coch rhi-ben, or ‘red chief king’, a possible common name for the
Celtic solar god Lugh, whose radiant face glowed red like the sun. Lugh ruled over the summer
half of the year but was supplanted by the ‘sparrow’ of the god Bran – the wren, in the rhyme –
who rules winter.• In the fifth verse, ‘owl’ is rhymed with ‘shovel’. This suggests that the original
word here was ‘shouell’, ‘shoul’ or ‘showl’, which is fourteenth-century Old English: another clue
to its antiquity.• Archaeologists have pointed out that a fifteenth-century stained-glass window at
Buckland Rectory in Gloucester shows a bird, with the markings of a robin, pierced through the
breast with an arrow.• The ‘bull’ referred to in the rhyme is not a farmyard animal, but a
bullfinch.CatsDing, Dong, BellDing, dong, bell,Pussy’s in the well.Who put her in?Little Johnny
Green.Who pulled her out?Little Tommy Stout.What a naughty boy was that,To try to drown poor
pussy cat,Who never did him any harm,And killed the mice in his father’s barn.Although in
different forms, this rhyme goes back at least five centuries; John Lant, an organist at
Winchester Cathedral, recorded the following version in 1580:Jacke boy, ho boy newes,the cat
is in the well,let us ring now for her Knell,ding dong ding dong Bell.This verse appeared again in
1609, in Thomas Ravenscroft’s Pammelia, Musicks Miscellanie, as a song for four voices.
Shakespeare also used the refrain ‘ding dong bell’ in more than one of his plays; for example, in



‘Ariel’s Song’ in The Tempest, and in The Merchant of Venice.A form that resembles the more
familiar rhyme was first published in about 1765, in Mother Goose’s Melody: or, Sonnets for the
Cradle. In 1949, a kinder adaptation of the rhyme was offered in Geoffrey Hall’s New Nursery
Rhymes for Old, in which Pussy is only ‘at’ the well, not ‘in’ it.Hey Diddle DiddleHey diddle
diddle,The cat and the fiddle,The cow jumped over the moon;The little dog laughedTo see such
sport,And the dish ran away with the spoon.A number of wild and unproven theories have been
put forward regarding the origins and meaning of this piece – for example, that it is connected
with worship of the Egyptian cow goddess Hathor or that it refers to Katherine of Aragon
(Katherine la Fidèle). All that can be said for sure is that it is perhaps the best-known English
nonsense rhyme, and that it was first printed in Mother Goose’s Melody. This c. 1765 version
reads:High diddle, diddle,The Cat and the Fiddle,The Cow jump’d over the Moon;The little Dog
laugh’d to see such Craft,And the Dish ran away with the Spoon.In other, later versions, a maid –
not a dish – runs away with the spoon, and athletic goats rather than a cow launch themselves
skyward to vault over the moon.Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat, Where Have You Been?Pussy cat, pussy
cat, where have you been?I’ve been to London to look at the queen.Pussy cat, pussy cat, what
did you there?I frightened a little mouse under her chair.The queen here is usually thought to
have been Elizabeth I. Tradition has it that a dozing cat was actually startled under her ‘chair’, or
throne, and was pardoned by the Queen on condition that it kept the palace free of rats and
mice.Little children have often taken the rhyme as literal fact related to whichever queen is on
the throne at the time:• When invited by Queen Victoria to Osborne House, the royal residence
on the Isle of Wight, British aristocrat and politician Lord Ernle relayed a message from his
daughter: she wanted the Queen to give her ‘the little mouse that lives under the chair’. Victoria
was delighted and explained the little girl’s request by reciting the rhyme to the assembled
guests.• In 1949, when Elizabeth, the Queen Mother, was visiting a Royal Air Force station, a
little boy indignantly asked her where her pussy cat was; the Queen apologized for not bringing it
with her.
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David, “Long forgotten rhymes. Fascinating story of rhymes that I had forgotten and it really took
me back to my childhood. Some of them we used to know with slightly different words but as
children we just accepted the words. Now I have some possibilities for their origins. For
someone of my age and background the book is a great read. I am pre world war11 and there
were lots of street games even though we had  large open spaces on  our door step.”

Lexus, “Good rhymes. Arrived quickly and in good condition. Such a cute little book, glad I
purchased this.”

The book by Nolan Nawrocki has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 26 people have provided feedback.
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